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Creating Functional Representations of Community Space: 
Visualisation and Mapping of the ASUCD Community Garden

Project Summary

Thanks for our Partners

 Sophie Le - for inviting us to community 
meetings, working with us during team 
meetings, site walkthrough 
 SLLC leadership - For their willingness to 
welcome us to community meetings, orient us to 
their plans, and invite us on-site.
 Help from Chris DiDio, GIS Programer 3 with 
Campus Planning and Environmental 
Stewardship for technical assistance and advice 
on how to best use GIS to visualize/modify our 
data.
 Gardeners - for being welcoming, friendly, and 
supportive of our efforts

The intent of our project was to help the 
UC Davis Student Living and Learning 
Community (SLLC) "ASUCD Community 
Garden" in their preparation for 
accessibility improvements and site 
changes to better accommodate increased 
visitation and welcome the public. The final 
products included an updated site map for 
public use and a GIS-based garden plot 
map for use by the student Garden Director 
to more easily understand and manage the 
area.

Davis, CA

toIntroductionAcknowledgements
The intent of out project was to help the UC Davis 
Student Living and Learning Community (SLLC) 
“ASUCD Community Garden” in their preparation 
for accessibility improvements and site changes to 
better accommodate increased visitation and welcome 
the public. The final products included an updated site 
map fro public use and a GIS-based garden plot map 
for use by the student garden director to more easily 
understand and manage the area.

Sophie Le - For inviting us to community meetings, 
working with us during team meetings, and allowing us 
to do site walkthroughs

SLLC Leadership - For their willingness to allow us to 
participate in community meetings, orient us to their 
plans, and invite us on-site.

Chris DiDio - For advising our team on how to best use 
GIS to visualize and  modify our data. 

Gardners - For allowing us to enter private plots so that 
we were able to get accurate measurements and for be-
ing supportive our our efforts
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I can do the writing part and help make layouts through lndesign, Adobe
Illustrator and Photoshop. And i would like to do other things if i can help. I
hope to gain some group work experiences and other skills such as urban
planning and sustainable design.

I can do research, use Photoshop, and ArcMap. I can also organize text and
pictures and help with writing. I hope to gain some group work and
sustainable design experiences.

I am most familiar with Adobe Suites programs and sketching and plan to
practice them with our projects. With this opportunity to cooperate as a
team, I want to fully participate and dive into our site and sustainability and
really gain some knowledge from this real world experience. I want to
improve my communication skills as well.

I have a background in meeting facilitation, organization, goal setting, and
technical experience in AutoCad, In Design, and GIS. I hope to learn how to
translate broad objectives to concrete deliverables that meet those goals. I
anticipate supporting internal communication (agendas, etc) and
communication with our partner.

My technical skills include, but are not limited to: Photoshop, Illustrator,
InDesign, AutoCAD, Sketch Up and Horticulture. I am able to contribute
with visual graphics, note-taking, and poster layouts. I'd like to improve my
research skills throughout the course of the project.

I am passionate about working with others to create a more sustainable
world, particularly through innovative and ergonomic designs. I have
experience in architecture and I am currently expanding my skills in GIS.
My role is GIS specialist and assisting with graphics. I hope to gain new
skills during this entire process and use those experiences to help others.

My strength is organization, but I also have experience in Photoshop. I hope
to learn more about what it takes to properly manage and improve a site at
this scale. I anticipate to set up group meetings and communicate what is
expected of us for this project while also keeping everyone on track.

Research and writing are my strengths, but I also have experience with
graphic tools like AutoCad, SketchUp, and Photoshop. I hope to gain more
hands-on experience and communication skills with others through this
project. I anticipate to provide research information needed during the
process and assist with the written materials.

Lorem Ipsum
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The ASUCD Community Garden
Project Community Partners: Sophie Le & Carol Hillhouse
The SLLC has been a part of the UC Davis community for 40 years and is the “green heart” of 

the campus. The site has given students the opportunity to practice and learn about 
sustainability through hands on particitaion such as farming, construction, and stewardship.

  To respond to future development 
and more pedestrian, bike, and car 
traffic by making the site more 
accessible while 
maintaining/modifying access for 
users/ residents

Intent

Long Term 
Pedestrian Infrastructure

Bike and Car Access

Develop an accurate map of 5 
acre community gardens

Redesign welcoming entryways 
and public spaces

Focus
Mapping community gardens and potentially 
developing proposals centered around 

Research and Design 
Make an accurate map of garden plots working 
with feedback from student community garden 
director

R + D on fencing, amenities (bike racks), 
pathway material (gravel or D.G.), vegetation 
(hedgerows)

Strategies

Understand accessibility needs:

- Visit site and record amenities
- Speak with residents
Research surrounding 
developments

Understand planning needs from 
perspective of SLLC leadership:
- Engage with student leadership

- Understanding of needs
- Visit other community gardens to
generate ideas and understand site 
use patterns present
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Site Exploration: Understanding the Garden Space

Legend
  Community Area 

  Main Dirt Path

  Main Fenced Area 

  Road/ Fireroad 

  Toolshed 

1. Compost Area 
2. Toolshed + Gathering Area 
3. Fenced Area 
4. Water Spigots 
5. Shaded Areas
6. Fireroad 
7. Chicken Coop

  

-key spaces and scenes from a gardeners perspective-

Clear signage is an important aspect 
of any garden. Without it visitors 
may wander aimlessly, missing out 
on the ture intent of the space.   

Varrying fencing styles and garden 
beds in the ASUCD allows residents 
to incorpirate their personalitys 
into the garden. The different types 
of beds makes the space easily 
exessable and aids the surrounding 
community so that they have access 
to locally grown sustainable food.
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This map highlights
the roadways and
the access points
for the SLLC
community that will
experience a sharp
increase in traincrease in traffic
over the next few
years as these
housing-dominated
blocks of West
Campus expand
and densify their
housing stock.housing stock.
In this context, 
the ASUCD
Gardens stand out
as a key publicly
accessible green
space in the heart
of this growingof this growing
neighborhood.

This alternate view identifies the key housing
developments surrounding the SLLC, including
areas slated for development. It quantifies their
area, density, and proximity to the
comparatively un-developed SLLC.

ASUCD 
GARDENS

Context Map
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 Do people feel safe when they are working there, during daylight or at night?

What are some maintenance challenges the gardeners encounter during different 
seasons? Is there flood risk

What would make the map most useful and relevent as 
the landscape changes frequently?

How will the new development in the area affect the feel of the place? 
Would the instilation of the new path potentially chance 
the main gathering spot or other potential gathering 
spaces?

How often does the SLLC offer student and 
community learning?

Are there remaining areas where ADA accessibility is 
limited?

What are some possible future access points?

With the new construction closing down the road that leads to the current parking 
and vehicle entrance. Where would the new or temporary parking be? 

Community Values
Shading structuresRestoring and sustaining habitat   

Amenities + Assets  
Compost & trash management 

Chicken coop

Student learning & Community Education

Bee sanctuary Accessibility 
Parking

Acess to paths

Bikes and pedestrian 

Gathering space
ADA SafetySignage

MaintenanceOrganization

Concerns over stealing

Lights

EC Garden Rocks

Experimentation  Sharing

Public walking paths 

Shared tools

Tool shed

Needs 

Experimental Community Garden

Tree care

Do gardeners come and go with the seasons or do they 
garden year round? How often does the community meet?

How is the orchard run?

How are the temeerary access points changing how people 
look at the recorces?

How can we streemline administrative needs 
outside beond the mapping? What other data are 
we missing that would help us identify plots? 

Listening Methods for Community Partners and Local Residents: Interviews, Survey, Focus group, Poll

Water access

How would that also chance access to other amenities and is anything else changing?

Community Questions

ASUCD
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Strategy & Goals

Accessible

Readable

Directional

Design appraoch
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Key

MM -Finish draft of vector-based plot work and send to Chris to check projection 
compatibility and importing with GIS basemap.

On-site - Aerial photo if needed, continue to measure the paths and key landmarks.

CM- Mark locations of map elements on Google MyMap.

Coordination -  Show MyMap to Sophie for feedback.

MM- Establish basemap; Editing permissions; Create framework for polygons 
and attribute data; Set up ArcCollector> Chris

CM: Brainstorm numbering and grid system; Quadrants; Attributes; 
Map baseline elements (paths, surrounding areas)

Coordination - Discuss labeling for CM and fields for 

On-sitewalk to visualize labeling and potential signage/indi-
cators

MM- Fill out known attribution info; Identify gaps and how to fill 
them

Communication - Start writing a resource guide on how to edit and navigate the maps

CM:Mmap hierarchy and colorway

On site- Take photos of plots for ArcCollector

Coordination - Feedback on final layout/elements CM and MM

MM - Finalize polygon elements and enter ArcCollector information

CM - Finalize map; Arrange distribution, printing/laminating

Communication - Guide and resources for editing and using map to keep 
sharing

Coordinate - Review resources on how to edit, Distribute, and sharing 
permissions

Organize presentation

Print and post CM, etc

Edit for the final submission 

CM - community team

MM - GIS plot map-
ping team

Both MM and CM

GIS 
 - Richard, Vivian
GIS support/Coordination 
 - Annika, Victoria
Community map 
 - Clarissa, Anna 

Reference Guide
 - Runhan, Lexie

         Objectives
-To develop one management map of the ASUCD community garden plots using AutoCAD and GIS programs 
-To develop a public-facing community map of the garden space that supports accessibility, knowledge-sharing 
and future planning
         Partnerships
-Sophie Le - ASUCD Community Garden Director - instruction on key measurements and and map elements and 
structure; feedback on comprehensive layout for CM and attribution fields for MM
-Chris Didio - UCD GIS Specialist - technical assistance with mapping, importing line work, utilitzing campus 
GIS basemap, and polygon data layers
         Final Product
-An interactive map that stores plot data and is accessible on ArcGIS Online and ArcCollector app, and a 
large-format map of the community space posted on-site. 

Team Roles

Week 7  2.15-2.19 Week 9  3.01-3.06 Week 10  3.08-3.13 Final Week  3.17 Product DueWeek 8  2.22-2.27

Final Work Plan
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The ASUCD Community Garden
The work process and products of Community map group
                                 in final five weeks

Locate amenities to include in map Brainstorm and design for icons Devise plot labeling /grid system

Map with legend Use CAD data from field 
team to create basemap

Edit and incorporate 
feedback from Sophie

Rendered with previous 
work 14
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The ASUCD Community Garden
The work process and products of field team in final five weeks

Hand-measure quadrant 
areas to establish basemap

Work with basemap to aggregate plot 
names from existing spreadsheet into 
groups

Use disto laser to draw 
plot lines

Edit lines in 
AutoCAD > GIS 
polygon shapefile

Measure

Create online map and 
input plotowner data

Field Map

Disto Plan
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Management Map - Hosted on ArcGIS Online with plot map 
containing attribute tables set up for recording plot information, and 
editable polygon and line features to add and adjust plot 
measurements. Accessible with mobile Field Maps app. 

Gardeners Map - Contains a copy of management map in another 
layout to enable the garden director to make and save copies of the 
map as needed when considering plot line changes  or sharing a map 
view to communicate site changes. Set up to share with gardeners 
with UC Davis emails to facilitate communication and display 
contact info.

Management Map
Our final products are interactive maps on ArcGIS online, and 

a guide to the platform to accompany it.

Interactive Guidebook



Group Reflection

  We worked well when we ‘divided and conquered’ once we divided work into smaller groups. People were also good at being adaptable in 
these situations, working with different people week to week, stepping up if someone wasn’t available, etc.
  We were able to divide work sufficiently such that when measuring team had setbacks, and we could only have a limited number of us on 
the team available to measure we were still able to make progress and ‘make it work’
  Because of the changing nature of the site and the accuracy of the mapping needed, we were unable to make good use of the resources given 
to us such as outdated maps, past projects, and old data, etc. and trying to understand discrepancies between multiple sources was a 
challenging task. 
  We also lacked recent aerial imagery which required us to be onsite and could not take some ourselves, which led us in a direction where a 
large portion of the project relied on on-site work. 

 New AutoCAD, Illustrator and Photoshop skills shared among group
 The process of mapping and new ways to represent site-specific areas
 How to collaborate with community partners on visual representations 
that are not only clear to the designer, but also to the client and 
community
 A desired outcome site map needs to go through many steps although 
some of the steps are redundant, excessive, time consuming, and needs 
many revisions
 Developing maps virtually without much knowledge of the site
 Overlapping different data/layers provided by others, can be different 
from expectation thus need to refine the data 
 Organizing a list of important amenities and avoiding unnecessary ones

  High tech instruments are often designed for very specific uses 
and they may be hard to utilize well in broader contexts that they 
are not specifically designed for
  Figuring out how high-tech equipment and software work by 
researching and experimenting 
  Be flexible and look for alternatives when plans don’t work
 Original plan to use georeferenced points was not accurate 
enough for our needs > had to use unfamiliar tools and change 
our plans
  Nature of the site: (informal dirt paths, lack of alignment of 
fence lines, unique plot shapes, etc made measuring and scaling 
difficult. Weather conditions also limited stay of field visits.

Reflection

Field Map Team ExperienceCommunity Map Experience

Community Map Experience Field Map Experience

Team Reflection
We worked well when we ‘divided and conquered’ once we divided work into smaller groups. People were also good at being 
adaptable in these situations, working with different people week to week, stepping up if someone wasn’t available, etc. We were able to 
divide work sufficiently such that when measuring team had setbacks, and we could only have a limited number of us on the team 
available to measure we were still able to make progress and ‘make it work’. Due to the changing nature of the site and the accuracy of the 
mapping needed, we were unable to make good use of the resources given to us such as outdated maps, past projects, and old data, etc. and 
trying to understand discrepancies between multiple sources was a challenging task. We also lacked recent aerial imagery which required 
us to be onsite and could not take some ourselves, which led us in a direction where a large portion of the project relied on on-site work.

New AutoCAD, Illustrator and Photoshop skills shared among group

The process of mapping and new ways to represent site-specific areas

How to collaborate with community partners on visual 
representations that are not only clear to the designer, but also to the cli-
ent and community

A desired outcome site map needs to go through many steps although
some of the steps are redundant, excessive, time consuming, and needs 
many revisions

Developing maps virtually without much knowledge of the site

Overlapping different data/layers provided by others, can be different
from expectation thus need to refine the data

Organizing a list of important amenities and avoiding unnecessary ones

High tech instruments are often designed for very specific 
uses and they may be hard to utilize well in broader contexts 
that they are not specifically designed for

Figuring out how high-tech equipment and software work by
researching and experimenting

Be flexible and look for alternatives when plans don’t work

Original plan to use georeferenced points was not accurate
enough for our needs > had to use unfamiliar tools and 
change our plans

Nature of the site: (informal dirt paths, lack of alignment of
fence lines, unique plot shapes, etc made measuring and 
scaling difficult. 

Weather conditions also limited stay of field visits. 18


